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4.0 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
The purpose of this Unit is to inform the learner about the nature and kinds of
literary endings. By the end of this Unit you should become aware: of the meaning of 'ending' in the contexts of art and life; in both, an appropriate
ending lends significance to their structure; even when somethmg is begun, its
value is determined.byhow it is going to end;
that there is no such thing as the standard ending; therefore, the numberless ways
in which stories can end should be studied;
of the various kinds of endings, which are all basically determined by the nature
of the material: the detective story, the formula story, and the mood and
atmosphere story.

This is the concluding Unit on the structure of material. The preceding three units
dealt with genesis of themes, the opening, and building a climax. This Unit on
'appropriate ending' discusses different kinds of denouement or resolutions
depending upon the nature of material and the writer's partlcular perception of
people and things. We speak of the meaning of our lives in terms of their eqqs. In
life, endings without &I end bespeak futility, lack of purpose and moral anarchy. It is
the end which makes the structure of life whole, lending it both meaning and
Purpo,se.'

4.2 L m R A R Y ENDINGS
Our experience of life as well as of literature is in the context af time. Hence the
need for begbhgs, middles and ends-points around which this experience is
organised. Ours is story-shaped world, and the story can be called a metaphor for
reality. Stories, like lives, have an ending and an end. In both, endings and ends
confer a sense of linality of accomplishment. However, by ending his stories, the
writer does not package life into a neat aesthetic whol?, but discovers its rich
possibilities in varying contexts. Not a termination, an ending in a story is, in fact, in
the nature of a revelation about peopkand things. 'Is that so? I never imagined it
this way' -are common reactions to endings in stories. The revelation is itself a
moral act in that it leads to knowledge about the eccentricities of our behaybur,
abdut the deceptions of the world surrounding us, about dimensions hidden £rum
our surface-view of things. As Aristotle argued, the proper function of the ending of
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a tragedy was to purge dhe unhealthy emotions of the audience (a moral act), and if it
was not well-formed.
did not do so the
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Considering that in constructing their plots, writers determine their beginnings in
the light of the endings, it would not be wrong to say, to vary T.S. Eliot's memorable
assertion, that 'in my ending is my beginning' . Endings determine the form of the
story, the direction it would takein order to lend an experience coherence and
intelligibility. Form is what makes a story easily understandable. Form 'concludes'
it even as the experience always remains unlimited.
This is why endings are not closures, fdr closures involve shutting off of experience,
sealing it as it were. On the other hand, endings are only turning points in the flow of
experience. Closures cdme when the subject is exhausted, enwhen the subject
rev@s its inexhaustibility. In Kafka's The Trial the hero is 'too tired to survey all the
conclusions arising from the story.. .'. In quite a few other stories, too, the en@ is
open, leading to endlesd possibilities.
Unlike closures, endings provide a resolution of experience, both in artistic and
thematic terms. Ending$ are invitations to further exploration even when they do not
seem to say so. This is their deceptive power and their amazing hold on the reader's
imagination.

4.3 KINDS OF ENDINGS
There are as many kinds of endings as there are short stories and novels, and the
possibilities are rich and suggestive.Short stories are noted for their compactness,
restricted compass and concentrated effects. Consequently their endings will be
determined by both thenature of the material (an event, a moment, a brief
illumination, to mention a few instances), and the manner in which it is treated.
Being a complex form of writing, embracing many narrative types, it would be
wrong to make generalisations about endings in stories, but a few familiar examples
may be given to show tlieir scope and limitation. Our reading experience itself would
give us an idea of the ty4es of endings in stories. There are action storks,
atmosphere stories, fonhula stories and many other intermediate types of
stories-each with an appropriate ending. Many of the stories in R.K. Narayan's
Lawley Road, may have no perceptible endings and yet we find them dependent
upon some kind of a conclusion. In what follows what we would like to do is to
spend more time with those types of endings that are easily accessible without,
however, forgetting that narrative'innovation does not stop anywhere and that all
endings do not have to be stereotyped.

4.3.1 U ~ q u or
e si~gleeffect endings: stories of incident
Also called surprise endings, these are to be found in stories that end rather
unexpectedly even thoqgh not abruptly. In such a story, the reading experience is
built in the following way: while our expectations fluctuate with the unfolding of the
plot, a situation that nd one would have expected in the normal course does occur,
and surprises us. Such dn ending is unique inasmuch as it is not foreseen in the plot,
even though it stays within the range of probability: it is single because once the
ending occurs we beginto wonder whether it was not a slight gesture, a single hint, a
sudden disclosure, that might have caused our surprise.

In this connection, we cbuld examine at some length 0Henry9swell-&own story,
'The Gift of the Magi'. This story is like a riddle in which our expectations are built
up in a certain directiori. We watch both husband and wife parting with their most
precious possessions inorder to give fitting gifts to each other. But at the moment of
giving, they discover that the g&s have no value since they would be of little use to
either. Our initial reactibn is one of being Mcked. But only later do we realise the
pathos of the situation. By reversing our expectations, we acquire more insight into
the working of the hum@ mind and the futility of its sentimental concerns.
Maupassant's story, d e Diamond Necklace', provides another evidence of a
surprise ending accompanied by a sudden reversal of our expectations. As in the
O'Henry story, we are brought face to face with a human situation. The fact that the
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original necklace turns out to be a fake, whereas the replaced one is of genuine
.
diamonds, adds to the irony of the situation.

A different kind of surprise ending is to be found in Mulk Raj Anand's The Lost
Child'(also discussed in Block 1, Unit 3). It is about a child who asks for various
attractive things while going round the fair with his parents. Once he loses his
parents in the crush of the crowd, he refuses the very same things and asks for
nothing but his parents. Here is a reversal of the reader's expectation, but it does not
have the same suddenness as we notice in the O'Henry and Maupassant stones.
Expectations built in a certain direction, by gradual steps, represented by the child's
visual contact with attractive things at the fair, are equally gradually wound down
along the same chain. The element of surprise is weakened, though not completely
lost. Anand is malung a point about the psychology of the child's behaviour in
relation to people close to him. The point does not 'erupt', it is unfolded gradually.

4.3.2 Endings in detective stories
Detective or crime stories also have surprise endings but with a difference: there are
competing solutions to the possible end of the story, that is, the revelation of the
identity of the criminal; while on the one hand the criminal has buried the evidence
cleverly, on the other, characters,inthe story behave in a suspicious manner. Often
incidents are introduced into the story to divert the reader's attention from the right
course of investigation. The surprise at the end, fixing the identity of the criminal,
has been all the while present in the story, although the revelation of its true nature is
made ever so gradually.
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The ending is surprising, not because it introduces any new element, but because
everybody, except the detective, has failed to read the clues. Edgar Allan Poe's 'The
Purloined Letter', as also the Sherlock Hohnes' stories, are good illustrations of this
point. In the Poe story, the king. the queen, the minister and the police chief chase a
secret letter bearing some damaging evidence against the queen. The way the letter
passes from one end to the other, finally, through the detective Dupin, prepares us
for seeing our expectations belied at various levels. The final.revelationcomes only
when Dupin discovers the letter by employing the very same means by which the
others had sought to conceal it, that is by 'discovering' it in full view of all. We know
From the very beginning that the story must end with the recovery of the letter, and
the enactments of the 'discovery' scene must be seen as a prelude to the final'find'.
Normally such an ending should not have anysudden or surprising about it;
but this realisation comes only at the end when we understand the whole logic of
Dupin's strategies of discovering the letter against the elaborate plot of concealing it.
'hthe Sherlock Holmes' stories the mathematical precision accompanykg his
pursuit of his cases is the reward for our curiosity about how things will shape. The
'unexpectedness' of these devices lies in the way puzzles are solved and not in the
1-estorationof a rational order after the confusion of the plot.
14ctivity 1
i) Distinguish between 'end' and 'ending' (30 words)'
ii) Write a note on single-effect endings (30 words)

(Check your answers with those given at the end of the Unit)
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4.3.3 Endings in mood and atmosphere stories
In the stories of maod aqd atmosphere, the aim is not to jolt the reader into a sudden
recognition of the fakitylof his expectations. It is to create an atmosphere in which a
state of mind is presented or a complex situation created. Such stories may
occasionally have unedcted endings, but that is not their real aim. In this
connection two stories dess p e d attention: 'The Monkey's Paw' by W.W.
Jacobs, and Poe's The Black Cat'. The horror in both stories is created by the
atmosphere, and the endiigs only completethe mood created in the s c e ~ c
descriptions. In the Jacdbs story, the ending corresponds to the fulfilment of the
ptophecy related to the inonkey's paw.Towards the end, the news of the son's dedth
is broughi to the parent$in a blaze of moonlight; but such an eventuality has already
been anticipated by the lvarying contexts in which the strange object, the monkey's
paw, is being presented, What is built up in the stay is not so much the reader's
expectation as his fear that gets confirmed in the last scene. The story creates a
mood which in turn quickens the reader's fear.The ending is appropriatein that it
comes just at the mome/ntwhen the main characters are still uncert&~about the evil
effects of the monkey's paw-the ending confirms the evil effect.

In Poe's story the atrnopphereis haunted by the mutilated eyes of both, the black cat
the narrator has hang@ out of fear, and the white cat who appears later in the story.
The mutilated eye o d o u s l y suggests the story's ending bexuse it provokes the
horror in the story and:seals the fate of the cats. The recurrenceofthe missing eye
repeats the original hoiror as in a dream. Thus the ending is not really an
ending-but a 'repeat'; and in one sense it is always present in the plot itself. Such
an ending does m t beqome dramatic (as surprise endings do) but gives rise to a train
of psychological reachns in the reader. It invites us back into the character's mind
,
to study its subtle workings.
If the above two endingsare rather extreme examples of their kind, Chekhov's
endings suggest a subtile manipulation of the reader's response to the atmosphere of
the story. As in his pldys (the ending of Uncle Vanya is a good case) the endings
grow out of the #lot bbt spill out unbidden as the pistol shot does in the play. 'Uncle
Vanya' is yet another bstance of how the author creates a mood of boredom and
frustration and how &dually, almost imperceptibly, something new and strange
takes place. Chekhov's endings have a quiet solemnity about them in keeping with
their subtle and undef-the-surfacemovement.
I

On the other hand, Giorky's stories end with the assured openness of a moral tale.
Consider the story 'AMan Is Born'. We all know that the pregnant woman
travelling along the T e r bank with the narrator goes into labour and the narrator
helps in the delivery of the child. The ending is related as much to the moral as to the
fact of the birth-themoral concerns the famine in the area and the possible trouble
of feeding the new-born.

In 'Twenty-six Men a d a Girl' or 'Tales of Italy', the moral emerges clearly out of
the interaction of theme and character. In a story such as D.H. Lawrence's 'Sun', the
ending is the result of a cumulative sense of beeof identity between the human
being and the worldaround. Virginia Woolfs stories in The Haunted House
concentrate their erqdings in the momentary impressions created on the narrator's
mind. In such stories endings and impressions are one and the same, and cannot be
independently grasped. Faullmer's 'Old Man', though an extended impression, also
climaxes a mood, edpanded earlier in the descriptions,of his drift on the water.
Usually endings in mood or atmosphere stories tend to be situational.Obviously no
story can be compldte without establishinga relationship between a character and
the world in which he functions. Albert Camus's stories end precisely when the
relationship betweein character and atmosphere gets fully established, either through
an identification of ithe two or through their alienation.Often these stories are
projected against a bleak landscape ('The Guest' is typical), and the ending becomes
symbolic. In 'The Chest' the schoolmaster's predicament places his character
against the bleak setting and brings out the duality of his response to his guest. In an
ordinary sense nothing exciting happens. And yet the hostile surroundiigs become

determining factors in finishing the story at its appropriate end. In this way the
reader's curiosity is allowed to £low out in different directions rather than be
guided in one direction only. The juxtaposition of the character and his landscape
keeps the reader's alertness intact up to the end.
Lacking the chronological order of an ordinary realistic narrative, the mood or
atmosphere story progresses through shifts in the consciousness of the reader
(Hemingway's 'The Killers' comes at once to mind). When such stories end, these
shifts come together, acquiring a sigmficant meaning. Such stories always begin with
a central situation which gets amplified when placed in a particular background.
This situation may be only implicitly available in the beginning (as in Joyce's 'The
Dead'), but it constantly remains at the centre of the reader's consciousness.

4.3.4 Endings in formula stories
This class of stories would not be worth critical attention were it not for the fact that
a majority of readers are familiar with these rather than the more sophisticated class
of stories that we have so far considered. These stories appear in women's
magazines and other popular journals, and work to a neat formula or a readymade
pattern. They reflect the reader's own fantasies projected outside. Neither their
~zndingnor the climax of moods and premonitions is surprising in the true sense.
'Their endings are simply in full accord with our collective desires and sentiments. .
Every writer of television serials knows this and makes maximum use of the reader's
:susceptibilities.What makes them appealing is their utter predictability.
:Formula stories have long enjoyed popularity and critical recognition; but the kind
Iwe get to read today demand a minimum of intellectual effort to grasp them. All
:such stories end on the right note: the girl marries her dream lover, the adventurer
Iinds his treasure and poetic justice never fails.
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'ro write such stories requires a sharp perception of the reader s psychology, as well
as famhrity with the kind of language which embodies our fantasies. A
well-defined scheme of ideas and attitudes constitutes the 'plot' of the formula
stories. They invite our identification with one or a group of characters (witness our
response to the television creations). The narrative, by placing obstacles between
desire and eventual fulfilment, makes anticipation of the end an end in itself. It is by
keeping this anticipation alive that formula stories succeed in a large measure. In
formula stories, particularly the soap operas which we see on our television screens,
the endings are stretched over a period of time so as to leave room for
complications.Once the endings come, order is restored and our desire satisfied. A
formula story appeals to our desire for order and wholeness, but it attracts more
readers than other kinds of stories do, precisely because obstacles are removed, no
rnatter what happens, and just deserts are meted out. This is why these stories have
the widest possible audience among uninitiated readers.

Aictivity 2
i) What effect do mood and atmosphere stories aim at, and how is this achieved?
(70 words)
ii) Read Poe's horror story 'Pit and the Pendulum'. Comment on its ending. (If
this story is not available, read any other horror story). (50 words)
(Check your answers with those given at the end of the Unit)

Our consideration of endihgs has shown that no ending can je the ending. Stories
differ in their ends as well as their endings.
The main points discussed pertain to the nature of literary e d q s which are not
closures but revelations a h u t people and things. They are open and suggest varied
possibilities. There are three major kinds of endings:
i) Single-effectendings, as in incident stories with surprise reversals, or detective
or crime stories with startling resolutions;
ii) The ending in a mood and atmospherestory which becomes a revelation of a mood
or atmosphere (horr~r,
evil, fear, alienation), as it sustains the emotional tone
built up throu&out the story.
iii) Endings in formula qtories which are a projection of the reader's desires and
fantasies. They have a form of poetic justice and are utterly predictable.

4.5 ACTMTIES':AIDS TO ANSWERS
Activity 1

i) Life and art have 'erids' and 'endings'. When the end of a novel is closed, the
end and the ending coincide. If the k a l episode of a novel is open-ended,
leaving something unsaid or undone, then the ending suggests a new beginning.
ii) Single-effect endingo are also known as surprise endings. The story ends rather
unexpectedly as there is no clue to it earlier on. However, such an ending is
entirely within the rgnge of possibility. A good example is O'Henry's story 'The
Gift of the Magi'.
Activity 2

i) Such stories aim at projecting the subjectivestate of the protagonist so that the
encauses the reader to ponder over his mental subtleties. They also
project the complemity of life-situations by investing the plot with an emotional
aura. The effect here is achieved through a repeated use of the visual and other
sensory symbols, senic descriptions and the creation of moods. This is
followedby a surprise ending which heightens the original effect.
ii) Hint: Refer to 4.3.3 in this Unit.

4.6 GLOSSARY
You will find in the glossary a short list of the literary terms used in this Unit.

Ending:The ending of a narrative shows the fate of the protagonist-his death, exile,
marriage or whatever.

Formula story: A formula story is written to a given pattern. Romances, detective
fiction, science fiction and other popular forms of fiction are all formula stories.
Reversal of fortune: See climax, Block 2, Unit 3.
Scenic description: This refers to a writer's attempt to achieve a scenic effect
through vivid, colourful description.
Situation: see Block 1, Unit 1.
Soap opera: A radio or serial drama, performed usually on a daytime commercial
programme and chiefly characterised by stock domestic situations and
melodramatic or sentimental treatment.
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